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At the time the first decision of this Court in this ease

was rendered an appeal was pending undetermined in the

Supreme Court of the State of California involving the

question of the right to conduct fishing operations on the

shores of Alaska by drawing seines across the tide lands.

Representing a party to that action interested in sustaining

a doctrine opposite to that laid down by this Court in its

first decision, we filed, upon leave first obtained, a petition

for a rehearing of this case. We understand that a similar

petition was filed by the appellants themselves. A rehear-

ing of the case was subsequently granted by the Court.



Before the rehearing was granted, however, the Supreme

Court of the State of California decided the ease above

referred to. This decision followed the doctrine for which

we contended in regard to the rights of the public to con-

duct fishing operations on tide lands. The decision has

since become final and the principles laid down in it have

become the law of the ease so far as concerns any other

proceedings in that particular action. But it may not be

out of place for us still to submit our argument on this

question to this Court. In support of our position we beg

to present the following argument.

The question presented for decision, as we under-

stand it, is the question whether it was the intention

of Congress in Section 8 of the Act of May 17, 1884 (23

Stats, at Large, p. 24) to provide that persons then en-

gaged in using tide lands in Alaska for fishing purposes

should thenceforward have the exclusive right to use such

lands for such purposes. The section in question estab-

lishes a land district in Alaska and continues as follows

:

'

' And the laws of the United States relating to min-

ing claims and the rights incident thereto, shall, from

and after the passage of this act, be in full force and
effect in said district under the administration thereof

herein provided for, subject to such regulations as

may be made by the Secretary of the Interior, ap-

proved by the President. Provided, That the Indians

or other persons in said district shall not be disturbed

in the possession of any lands actually in their use or

occupation or now claimed by them, but the, terms

under which such persons may acquire title to such

lands is reserved for future legislation by Congress."

The considerations to which we wish to direct the atten-

tion of the Court in support of our contention that this



section cannot be construed as granting any exclusive

right to the use of tide lands for fishing purposes are the

following

:

I. The "Lands" Mentioned in the Section in Ques-

tion Were Never Intended by Congress to Include Tide

Lands. Tide Lands Form a Class by Themselves in all

Legislation Relating to the Public Lands and are not

Included in Such Legislation Unless Expressly

Designated.

II. The Use of Tide Lands for Fishing Purposes is

Only the Exercise of a Common Right and Cannot be

Said to Constitute "Possession" of Such Lands.

III. The Right of Fishery is on the Same Plane

with that of Navigation ; and Nothing but the most

Explicit Language Should be Construed as Giving a

Possessory Right to Lands Covered by the Flow of the

Tide Which Should Exclude the Public in its Enjoy-

ment of Either the one Right or the Other.

I.

Tide Lands Are Not Included in the "Lands" Referred to in the Act.

The fundamental difference between uplands and tide

lands is recognized in all the legislation in regard to the

disposition of the public lands and in the decisions of the

Supreme Court of the United States in construing this

legislation. In

Hardin vs. Jordan, 140 U. S. 371,

that Court said

:

"With regard to grants of the government for

lands bordering on tide water, it has been distinctly



settled that they only extend to high water mark, and
that the title to the shore and lands under water in

front of lands so granted enures to the state within

which they are situated, if a state has been organized

and established there. Such title to the shore and
lands under water is regarded as incidental to the

sovereignty of the state—a portion of the royalties

belonging thereto, and held in trust for the public pur-

poses of navigation and fishery—and cannot be re-

tained or granted out to individuals by the United

States."

In

Shively vs. Bowlby, 152 U. S. 1,

at page 48, it said

:

'

'We cannot doubt, therefore, that Congress has the

power to make grants of lands below high water mark
of navigable waters in any territory of the United

States, whenever it becomes necessary to do so in

order to perform international obligations, or to effect

the improvement of such lands for the promotion and

convenience of commerce with foreign nations and

among the several states, or to carry out other public

purposes appropriate to the objects for which the

United States hold the territory.

"But Congress has never undertaken by general

laws to dispose of such lands. And the reasons are

not far to seek. * * * *

"The Congress of the United States, in disposing

of the public lands, has constantly acted upon the

theory that those lands, whether in the interior, or on

the coast, above high water mark, may be taken up by

actual occupants, in order to encourage the settle-

ment of the country; but that the navigable waters

and the soils under them, whether within or above the

ebb and flow of the tide, shall be and remain public

highways; and, being chiefly valuable for the public

purposes of commerce, navigation and fishery, and



for the improvements necessary to secure and pro-

mote those purposes, shall not be granted away during

the period of territorial government; but, unless in

case of some international duty or public exigency,

shall be held by the United States in trust for the

future states and shall vest in the several states when
organized and admitted into the Union, with all the

powers and prerogatives appertaining to the older

states in regard to such waters and soils within their

respective jurisdictions ; in short, shall not be dis-

posed of piecemeal to individuals as private property,

but shall be held as a whole for the purpose of being

ultimately administered and dealt with for the public

benefit by the state, after it shall have become a com-
pletely organized community."

And again in the same case ( 152 U. S. 57 ) :

"Lands under tide waters are incapable of cultiva-

tion or improvement in the manner of lands above

high water mark. They are of great value to the pub-

lic for the purposes of commerce, navigation and fisJi-

ery. Their improvement by individuals, when
permitted is incidental or subordinate to the public

use and right. Therefore the title and the control of
them are vested in the sovereign for the benefit of the

whole people."

See also as drawing this same distinction

:

Morris vs. United States, 174 U. S. 196, 237;

Mann vs. Tacoma Land Co., 153 U. S. 273;

Illinois Central R. R. Co. vs. Illinois, 146 U. S. 387;

Barney vs. Keokuk, 94 U. S. 324.

In one of these cases the Court had under consideration

a question somewhat similar to the one presented here.

The case involved an act of Congress whereby it had been

provided that the claimant of the Miranda grant, the grant

having failed of confirmation, might select an equivalent



quantity of land elsewhere. The right to locate tide lands

on Puget Sound was claimed, and one argument advanced

in support of it was that the original Miranda grant had

included tide lands. The Court held, however, that tide

lands, not having been expressly mentioned in the act,

were not included, saying:

"If Congress had thought that it was necessary in

order to do justice that he should be permitted to

select an equal quantity of land of like character it

was easy to have expressed that intention. Having
failed to do so, and omitted any reference to tide

lands, its donation to him is to be construed as any
other grant of the government, and no unexpressed

and unsuggested intention should be attributed to

Congress. '

'

Mann vs. Tacoma Land Company, 153 U. S. 273,

285.

Washington, we may add, was then a territory.

It seems to us that section 8 of the Act of 1884 carries in

itself clear indications that it was intended to be no more

than an application to Alaska of a part of the general

system. The creation of a "land district" and of a "land

office" in Alaska and the extension over the district of all

of the land laws, would still exclude from the jurisdiction

of that office the tide lands. Can it be said that a limited

extension of such laws, where no mention of tide lands is

made, would include what the extension of all the laws

would exclude! The language in Shively vs. Bouiby

(supra), that Congress "in disposing of the public lands,

" has constantly acted upon the theory that these lands,

" whether in the interior, or on the coast, above high water



" mark, may be taken up by actual occupants, in order to

" encourage the settlement of the country", states, as it

seems to us, what is implied by the Act of 1884, that

"actual occupants" of lands, subject ordinarily to disposi-

tion by the land office under general laws, shall not be

disturbed, but that the terms upon which the title to such

lands may thereafter be acquired, shall be determined by

Congress. But Congress, as the Supreme Court has so

often said, never has disposed of tide lands. These are

reserved for the use of the state hereafter to be born.

How, then, can it be said that the lands referred to in the

Act of 1884 as lands to which Congress will hereafter

make title on terms to be prescribed, can include lands to

which Congress, in recognition of the sovereignty of the

future state, has ever up to this time refused to make title

under any circumstances? The entire section should be

read in the light of the practice of the government and the

decisions of the Supreme Court. Section 12 of the same

Act of 1884 seems to give strength to this view. It pro-

vides for a report as to "what rights by occupation of

" settlers should be recognized and all other facts that

" may be necessary to enable Congress to determine what

" limitations or conditions should be imposed when the

" land lairs of the United States shall be extended to said

" district." The "land laws of the United States", as we

have seen, exclude tide lands absolutely. These have no

place in the system. The general government professes to

hold them in trust for the future state. If then, it is not to

be gathered by distinct words to that effect from the Act

of 1884, that for the first time in its history the United

States proposes to dispose of the tide lands of Alaska to
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private persons upon terms to be prescribed by Congress,

it seems to us that it is patent that the lands referred to in

the act are such lands only as the United States, in accord-

ance with its policy of a hundred years and the interpreta-

tion of the Supreme Court, will give title to in favor of the

citizen.

That such is the Congressional construction put upon

the law seems to us to be apparent from section 2 of the

Act of Congress of May 14, 1898 (30 Stats, at Large, p.

409). This section grants to railroad companies a right of

way across the lands of the United States in the District

of Alaska under certain conditions. At the end of the

section occurs the following:

"And when such railway shall connect with any
navigable stream or tide water, such company shall

have power to construct and maintain necessary piers

and wharves for connection with water transporta-

tion, subject to the supervision of the Secretary of the

Treasury: Provided, That nothing in this act con-

tained shall be construed as impairing in any degree

the title of any state that may hereafter be erected out

of said district, or any part thereof, to tide lands and
beds of any of its navigable waters, or the right of

such state to regulate the use thereof, nor the right

of the United States to resume possession of such

lands, it being declared that all such rights shall con-

tinue to be held by the United States in trust for tlie

people of any state or states which may hereafter be

erected out of said district. The term 'navigable

waters' as herein used, shall be held to include all

tidal waters up to the line of ordinary high tide, and
of nontidal waters navigable in fact up to the line of

ordinary high-water mark. '

'

We have italicized the portion of this provision on which

we wish to lay emphasis. Certainly at the time of this



enactment Congress must have been of the opinion that

all the tide lands in Alaska were still held by the United

States in trust for the people of any state hereafter to be

erected out of the territory. Unless all rights to the use,

occupation and possession of such lands were still held

by the United States unimpaired by any prior legislation,

the use of the word "continue" in this provision would be

without significance. The declaration that all such rights

should continue to be held by the United States in trust fcr

the people of future states, it seems to us, would b° "ncon-

sistent with the Act of May 17, 1884, if section 8 of that act

had already granted possessory rights in the tide lands for

fishing purposes.

Again in the Act of June 6, 1900, establishing a civil

government for Alaska, there is language very similar to

that of the Act of May 17, 1884, but in connection with

other language which would seem to preclude the idea that

Congress referred to tide lands. Section 27 of that Act

(31 Stats, at Large, p. 330) provides that "The Indians or

" persons conducting schools or missions in the district

" shall not be disturbed in the possession of any lands

" now actually in their use or occupation," and provides

further for the issuance of patents to land not exceeding

six hundred and forty acres at any one station to religious

societies maintaining missionary stations. It is submitted

that this legislation taken together shows an intent to pro-

tect those in possession of uplands, but does not show any

intention to depart from the general practice of Congress

in reserving all tide lands from disposition.
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II.

The Use of Tide Lands for the Conduct of Fishing Operations is Not

"Possession" of the Lands.

Even though it were conceded, however, that there

might be some possession of tide lands which it was the

purpose of the Act of May 17, 1884, to protect, it is sub-

mitted that such possession must be something that is

commonly recognized as such, and that the use of tide

lands for fishing purposes does not constitute such pos-

session. If a house or a wharf had been built out over the

tide lands, the possession of the lands for such a purpose

might be within the spirit of the act, although tide lands

and not uplands were in question. But such a possession

would be of the same character as that which might exist

in respect of the upland. It is in its nature exclusive and

belongs to the category of possessory rights which it is the

characteristic of our law to recognize as vesting in the in-

dividual to the exclusion of the public.

But an exclusive right of possession for fishing pur-

poses is the exception and not the rule under our system of

jurisprudence. That principle is too well settled for the

citation of authority. It was clearly laid down by the

Court below in its opinion in this case. In the absence of a

special enactment the navigable waters of the sea and the

lands over which the tide ebbs and flows are open to the

fishing operations of all comers. The value of the lands

lies not in their character as lands, but in the fact that the

water flows over them and brings with it the fish. In carry-
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ing on fishing operations across these lands the individual

is no more exercising a right of possession over the lands

than he would be exercising a right of possession over a

public street by walking along it, or than he would be

exercising a right of possession over the bed of a river by

sailing his boat across the surface of the water.

The Supreme Court of the State of California, in the

case already referred to,

Pacific etc., Company vs. Packers' Association, 138

Cal 632,

discussed the question of possessory rights for fishing

purposes in tide lands. The particular question of the

application of section 8 of the Act of May 17, 1884, is not

referred to in the opinion of the Court, but the Court did

there expressly hold that the use of tide lands for fishing

purposes does not establish any "possession" of such

lands within the ordinary meaning of that word. Mr.

Justice McFarland, in delivering the opinion of the Court,

said (138 Cal. 636):

"In its very nature the exercise of the right of

fishing in the public waters of the ocean is not, and
cannot be, exclusive ; its exercise, no matter by whom
or for what length of time, is only the exercise of a

public right. There can be no possession for the

purpose of fishery of an area of land covered by the

waters of the ocean that is at all analogous to an ac-

tual possession of a tract of upland which might give

the possessor a right of action against a mere tres-

passer; one who exercises this public right of fishery

in the sea does not by that act make himself a tres-

passer.
'

'
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Such was unquestionably the condition of the law when

the Act of May 17, 1884, was passed. Would it not then

require a more explicit declaration to alter the law than

that contained in the mere statement that those in posses-

sion of lands in Alaska should not be disturbed in such

possession! Is it not indeed giving the words greater

weight than they can possibly bear, to say that this decla-

ration elevated what had theretofore been the mere exer-

cise of a common right to the dignity of an exclusive pos-

session"? At the time the act was passed it could not be

said that those who were using tide lands for fishing pur-

poses were in "possession" of such lands. Under the

then existing law the word would have been as inappli-

cable to the fisherman as it would to the individual who

made use of a public street, or the boatman on a navigable

river. But the law should certainly be construed in the

light of pre-existing law and pre-existing conditions and

should not be construed as establishing a new kind of pos-

session not theretofore existing by a mere declaration of

the incidents that should attach to possession.
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III.

All Possession of Tide Lands in the Absence of Unequivocal

Legislation to the Contrary is Subordinate to the Public Right

of Fishery.

Under the doctrine of the cases which we have referred

to as distinguishing between the tide lands and other

public lands the very basis of the distinction drawn is that

on tide lands the public right of navigation and fishery is

paramount to any private ownership, and that private

ownership of tide lands must be so exercised as not to in-

terfere with these paramount rights. The building of

wharves on tide lands is permitted because and when such

wharves are an aid and not an impediment to navigation.

The reclamation of tide lands under the legislative policy

of the states is permitted and encouraged only where by

such reclamation there is added to the area of arable lands

territory which serves no useful purpose for navigation or

fishery. This Court in its opinion in this case has referred

to this principle but has seemed to limit its operation to

the right of navigation only. It is submitted that the

doctrine is subject to no such limitation. The association

in the extracts from Shively vs. Bowlby (supra), which we

have already quoted at length, of the words, "navigation

and fishery" is surely something more than an accident.

The Supreme Court would not have coupled the two to-

gether if they were not affected by the same consideration.

If then possession of the tide lands is under the general

policy of our law to be deemed subordinate to the common

right of navigation and fishery, it would seem clear that
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more explicit language than that of section 8 of the Act of

1884 would be required to reverse this policy as regards

the tide lands of Alaska.

Nor does the construction given to the statute by this

Court require this extreme conclusion. Even though the

"lands" mentioned in the section are to be construed as

including '
' tide lands '

', and even though a use of them for

fishing purposes is to be regarded as "possession" of

them, and therefore guaranteed by the act against disturb-

ance, there may still be room for the exercise of the public

right of fishery by others. The wayfarer may be protected

from disturbance in his use of a public highway, the boat-

man in his use of a navigable river, without the necessity

of excluding everyone else from enjoyment of the street or

the river. It is submitted therefore that if the construction

indicated by this Court is to be adhered to, this use of the

tide lands by the individual should still be subordinated to

the use of them by the public for the same purpose.

The Court below seems to have gone to the other ex-

treme and to have ruled that the use of these tide lands by

complainants for fishing purposes was not only not to be

subordinated to the public use, but was absolutely to ex-

clude any use of the lands by others for the same purpose.

It is true that the decree was based on an entirely different

principle from that on which this Court has placed its

affirmance of the decree. We do not understand that this

Court has give its sanction to the peculiar doctrine of the

right of access to the uplands which the lower Court

adopted. But an affirmance of the decree without modifi-

cation, though such affirmance is rested on the doctrine

that the Act of 1884 protects complainants in their use of
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tide lands for fisliing purposes, involves necessarily the

ruling that the Act gives to those so using the lands the

right to their exclusive use. It is submitted that there is

no language in the statute which justifies such an extreme

ruling and that the ruling is in square conflict with the

well settled doctrine that the tide lands are held in trust

by the government for the people, and that this trust

involves as its first duty the protection of the public

rights of navigation and fishery. If the Act of 1884

is to be construed as applying to tide lands, and if

it is to be construed as intended to furnish protection

to those using such lands for fishing purposes, it

is submitted that such "possession" must still yield to

the public right of fishery which the appellants were at-

tempting in this case to exercise. The decree may direct

the appellants not to interfere with the exercise by com-

plainants of the right to fish across these tide lands, but we

submit that the Court should not also, as it seems to have

done, enjoin the appellants frorn exercising themselves

this common right of fishery.

It is respectfully submitted that for the reasons given

the decree of the lower Court should be reversed, or, if

affirmed, should be affirmed on other grounds that that

section 8 of the Act of May 17, 1884, granted to those at

that time using tide lands for fishing purposes the exclu-

sive right to the use of such lands thereafter for such

purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

Page, McCutchen & Knight,

Amici Curiae.




